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COHOMOLOGY OF STANDARD MODULES ON

PARTIAL FLAG VARIETIES

S. N. KITCHEN

Abstract. Cohomological induction gives an algebraic method for construct-
ing representations of a real reductive Lie group G from irreducible repre-
sentations of reductive subgroups. Beilinson-Bernstein localization alterna-
tively gives a geometric method for constructing Harish-Chandra modules for
G from certain representations of a Cartan subgroup. The duality theorem of
Hecht, Miličić, Schmid and Wolf establishes a relationship between modules
cohomologically induced from minimal parabolics and the cohomology of the
D-modules on the complex flag variety for G determined by the Beilinson-

Bernstein construction. The main results of this paper give a generalization
of the duality theorem to partial flag varieties, which recovers cohomologically
induced modules arising from nonminimal parabolics.

1. Introduction

The objective of this paper is to extend the duality theorem of [HMSW] to partial
flag varieties. For GR a real reductive Lie group and (g,K) its complex Harish-
Chandra pair, the main difference between the geometry of K-orbits on the full
flag variety of g and on its partial flag varieties is that the orbits are not necessarily
affinely embedded in the case of partial flag varieties, whereas they are for the full
flag variety. The affineness of the embedding of K-orbits in the full flag variety of
g was used in an essential way in [HMSW]. Motivated by the derived equivariant
constructions of [P] and [MP], we define analogous geometric constructions which
allow us to prove our main result using derived category techniques, which take
into account the failure of affineness of K-orbit embeddings.

1.1. Main Theorem. Before stating our main result, we first recall the duality
theorem of [HMSW]. As above, let GR denote a real reductive Lie group, to which
we associate its complex Harish-Chandra pair (g,K) and abstract Cartan triple
(h,Σ,Σ+). On the full flag variety X of g, let Q be a K-orbit and τ an irreducible
connection on Q. Such connections are parameterized by the irreducible represen-
tations of the stabilizer Sx of an arbitrary point x ∈ Q. There is a twisted sheaf
of differential operators (tdo) Dλ on X for every λ ∈ h∗. We say the connection τ
and the parameter λ are compatible if the differential of the representation of Sx

determining τ is a direct sum of copies of λ+ρ (restricted to the Lie algebra of Sx),
where ρ is the half-sum of positive roots. The Dλ-modules on X have cohomology
groups which are Harish-Chandra modules with infinitesimal character [λ] ∈ h∗/W ,
where W is the Weyl group associated to the data (h,Σ,Σ+). When τ and λ are
compatible, we define the standard module on X corresponding to the pair (τ, λ) to
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be the Dλ-module direct image i+τ of τ along the inclusion i : Q → X. Recall for
V a (b, L)-module with b ⊂ g a Borel subalgebra and L a subgroup of K, we induce

V to a (g, L)-module by taking the tensor product indg,L
b,L(V ) = U(g)⊗U(b) V . Let

Tx denote the geometric fiber functor, which is the pull-back to the point x together
with a restriction of the group action to the stabilizer of x.

We state the main theorem of [HMSW] not in its original form as a duality
statement, but instead without contragredients so that it takes a form similar to
the natural formulation of our main result.

Theorem 1.1 ([HMSW], Theorem 4.3). Let x ∈ Q be any point, let Bx be its
stabilizer in G, and let bx be the Lie algebra of Bx. Put nx = [bx, bx] and let n̄x be
its opposite in g. Then for all p ∈ Z, we have

Hp(X, i+τ ) � RdQ+pΓK,Bx∩K(indg,Bx∩K
bx,Bx∩K(Txτ ⊗ ∧topn̄x))

as U(g)-modules with infinitesimal character [λ] ∈ h∗.

For an infinitesimal character χ, we, hereafter, use Uχ to denote the quotient of U(g)
by the ideal determined by χ in the usual way, so that we may speak of Uχ-modules
rather than “U(g)-modules with infinitesimal character χ.”

Theorem 1.1 shows that the sheaf cohomology groups of standard K-equivariant
Dλ-modules on the full flag variety X are isomorphic to cohomologically induced
modules (specifically, modules which are induced from Borels). Our main result is
the analogous identification of the cohomology of standard Dλ-modules on a partial
flag variety Xθ, where θ is a subset of simple roots, with Harish-Chandra modules
cohomologically induced from parabolics of type θ.

Unfortunately, Theorem 1.1 fails to generalize immediately to partial flag vari-
eties because the direct image functor i+ is not necessarily exact for the inclusion
of a non-affinely embedded K-orbit Q in Xθ. So, the direct image i+τ may be a
complex of Dλ-modules rather than a single sheaf. Theorem 1.2 below is an ex-
tension of Theorem 1.1 which incorporates the possible failure of exactness of i+.
Theorem 1.1 can be recovered as an immediate corollary. Let p : X → Xθ be the
natural projection from the full flag variety to Xθ. Let ρθ be the half-sum of roots
in the additive closure of θ in Σ+ and define ρn = ρ − ρθ. There is a canonical
subspace h∗θ ⊂ h∗ which parameterizes the homogeneous tdos on Xθ. In particular,
the element ρn is in h∗θ and takes over the role of ρ in the definition of compatibility
between connections τ and twists λ in partial flag varieties. Our main theorem is
then:

Theorem 1.2 (Main Theorem). Let Dλ be a homogeneous tdo on Xθ and let τ be a
connection on a K-orbit Q compatible with λ. For x ∈ Q, let px be the corresponding
parabolic in g, let nx be the nilradical of px, and let Sx be the stabilizer of x in K.
Then, there is an isomorphism

(1) RΓ(X, p◦i+τ ) � Γequi
K,Sx

(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ ⊗ ∧top

n̄x))[dQ]

in Db(U[λ−ρθ],K), where dQ is the dimension of Q. Upon taking cohomology, there
is a convergent spectral sequence

(2) RpΓ(X, p◦Rqi+τ ) =⇒ RdQ+p+qΓK,Sx
(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ ⊗ ∧topn̄x)).

In this theorem, the category Db(Uχ,K) is the equivariant bounded derived cat-

egory of Harish-Chandra modules with infinitesimal character χ and Γequi
K,S is the
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equivariant Zuckerman functor introduced in §3. Naturally, the functor RΓK,S is
the usual (derived) Zuckerman functor.

The spectral sequence (2) collapses in special cases, such as when Xθ is the full
flag variety, but in general Theorem 1.2 is the closest we get to a direct generaliza-
tion of Theorem 1.1. However, the convergence of (2) is sufficient for applications
to composition series computations in the Grothendieck group of Db(Uχ,K).

The idea behind the proof of Theorem 1.2 is that the standard sheaf i+τ is
determined entirely by the geometric fiber Txτ at a point x ∈ Q. We make this
precise by constructing an essential inverse to the functor Tx. In this construction
we introduce the geometric Zuckerman functor Γgeo

K,S . The isomorphism (1) follows

from the commutivity properties of Γgeo
K,S , together with Theorem 1.3 below, which

allows us to identify the U(g)-module structure on the sheaf cohomology in Theorem
1.2.

Theorem 1.3 (Embedding Theorem). The inverse image functor p◦ : M(Dλ) →
M(Dp

λ) is fully faithful for all λ, and for λ anti-dominant, we have Γ ◦ p◦ = p∗ ◦Γ,
where p∗ : M(Γ(Dλ)) → M(Γ(Dp

λ)) is the usual pull-back of modules induced by
the natural map Γ(Dp

λ) → Γ(Dλ).

1.2. Contents of paper. In §§2 and 3, we review twisted differential operators
on homogeneous spaces and the construction of the equivariant Zuckerman functor
Γequi
K,S of [P]. The functor Γequi

K,S is the generalization of the usual derived Zuckerman

functor to categories of derived equivariant complexes. In [P], Pandžić proves that

by taking cohomology of Γequi
K,S we recover the usual Zuckerman functors. That is,

for all p we have

(3) Hp(Γequi
K,TV

•) = RpΓK,T (V
•).

Section 4 is the technical heart of the paper where we introduce the derived
equivariant category of Harish-Chandra sheaves, define the geometric Zuckerman
functor Γgeo

K,S (which is the localization of Γequi
K,S), and prove that Γgeo

K,S has sundry
properties that will be used in the proof of the Theorem 1.2. In the final section,
we prove Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 and end the paper with a brief reformulation of
Theorem 1.2 as a duality statement.

2. Twisted sheaves of differential operators

In this section, we introduce our notation for the direct and inverse image of
D-modules, where D is a twisted sheaf of differential operators. Additionally, we
give classification results for homogeneous sheaves of twisted differential operators
on generalized flag varieties. We learned much of the material from Miličić’s un-
published works [M1] and [M2].

2.1. Definitions. We will always use DX to denote the sheaf of differential oper-
ators on a smooth complex algebraic variety X and more generally D for a twisted
sheaf of differential operators (tdo); that is, a sheaf of OX -algebras locally isomor-
phic to DX . Let M(D) denote the category of left D-modules and Db(D) the
corresponding bounded derived category. For right D-modules we write M(D)r
and Db(D)r, respectively.

Fix a smooth map f : Y → X between smooth varieties and define Df to
be the sheaf of differential endomorphisms of the left OY -, right f−1D-module
DY→X = f∗D . The sheaf of operators Df is itself a tdo on Y . In the trivial
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example, we have D = DX and Df = DY for any f . For maps f : X → Y and
g : Y → Z and a tdo D on Z, we have (Dg)f � Dg◦f .

2.2. Inverse image. Let f : Y → X and D be as in the above section. We denote
the inverse image functor from M(D) to M(Df ) by f◦. It is defined as

f◦( - ) := DY→X ⊗f−1D f−1( - ).

Here f−1 is the usual sheaf inverse image. The functor f◦ is right exact, exact
when f is flat, and has finite left cohomological dimension.

The category M(D) has enough projectives, and so the derived inverse image
functor

Lf◦ : Db(D) → Db(Df )

exists. In [Bo], Borel defines the functor

f ! := Lf◦[dY/X ] : Db(D) → Db(Df ),

where dY/X = dimY −dimX. Introducing the shift by dY/X guarantees the functor

f ! behaves well with respect to Verdier duality.

2.3. Direct image. Again let f : Y → X be as in §2.1 and let D be a tdo on
X. We will define the direct image functor f+, then examine this functor for f a
surjective submersion. The opposite sheaf D◦ of any tdo D is again a tdo [M2,
Prop. 11]. There is an isomorphism of categories M(D◦)r � M(D), which is the
identity on objects. Let ωY/X denote the relative canonical bundle for f .

Definition 2.1. Up to conjugation by the isomorphism M(D) � M(D◦)r, the
direct image functor f+ : Db(Df) → Db(D) is defined by

f+( - ) = Rf∗( - ⊗ ωY/X ⊗L
(D◦)f DY→X).

This definition is the translation to left D-modules of the usual construction:

f+ : Db(Df )r → Db(D)r, f+( - ) = Rf∗( - ⊗L
Df DY→X).

In general, the direct image f+ is neither right nor left exact. However, if f is
an affine morphism, then f∗ is exact and thus f+ is right exact. If DY→X is a flat
Df -module, such as when f is an immersion, then the tensor product is exact, so
f+ is left exact. Putting these two special cases together we find that if f is an
affine immersion, then f+ is exact. Moreover, if f is a closed immersion, then f ! is
the right adjoint to f+.

Let f be a surjective submersion. In this case, there is a locally free left Df -,
right f−1OX-module resolution T •

Y/X(Df) of DY→X given by

T −k
Y/X(Df ) = Df ⊗OY

∧kTY/X , k ∈ Z,

with the usual de Rham differential. Here TY/X := Ω∗
Y/X is the sheaf of local vector

fields tangent to the fibers of f . Note TY/X ⊂ Df since the twist of Df is trivial
along these fibers. The direct image with respect to this resolution gives

f+(V ) = Rf∗(V ⊗ ωY/X ⊗(D◦)f T •
Y/X(D◦)f )

= Rf∗(Ω
•
Y/X(Df)⊗Df V )[dY/X ]

for all V ∈ M(Df ), where Ω•
Y/X(Df) is the relative de Rham complex tensored

with Df . In this case, it is transparent that f+[−dY/X ] is the right adjoint of f◦.
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2.4. Homogeneous twisted sheaves of differential operators. In this section
we classify homogeneous sheaves of twisted differential operators on generalized flag
varieties. The content follows the analogous constructions in [M2]. The generalized
flag varieties are homogeneous spaces X for a complex reductive group G. We
consider only tdo’s which are equivariant with respect to the G-action on X; more
precisely, we will work exclusively with homogeneous twisted sheaves of differential
operators.

Definition 2.2. A homogeneous tdo on a complex G-varietyX is a tdo D with a G-
equivariant structure γ and a morphism of algebras α : U(g) → Γ(X,D) satisfying:

(H1) The group G acts on D by algebra homomorphisms.
(H2) The differential of γ agrees with the adjoint action — that is,

dγξ(T ) = [α(ξ), T ], ∀ ξ ∈ g, T ∈ D .

(H3) The map α is G-equivariant.

We now classify homogeneous tdo’s on a generalized flag variety X of a complex
reductive Lie group G. Let (h,Σ,Σ+) be the abstract Cartan data for g and recall
there is a bijection between subsets θ of the set of simple positive roots in Σ+ and
generalized flag varieties X. For our fixed X, let θ denote the corresponding subset
of simple roots. We will refer to X and the parabolic subalgebras of g corresponding
to points ofX as being “of type θ”. Define hθ to be the quotient of h by the subspace
spanned by the coroots dual to θ. We implicitly will always implicitly consider h∗θ
as a subspace of h∗ from this point on. Then if x ∈ X is any point and px the
parabolic determined by x, there is a specialization short exact sequence

0 → [px, px] → px → hθ → 0.

Proposition 2.3. The space h∗θ parameterizes isomorphism classes of homogeneous
tdo’s on the partial flag variety X of type θ.

This proposition is a special case of [M2, Theorem 1.2.4]. The proof is constructive;
for completeness, we outline the construction of the homogeneous tdo DX,λ for any
λ ∈ h∗θ. Let g◦ denote the trivial bundle OX ⊗C g. There is a surjection g◦ → TX

with kernel p◦, which has geometric fiber Txp
◦ = px at x ∈ X, where px is the

parabolic corresponding to x. Let Px be the stabilizer of x in G so that Px has px
as its Lie algebra. The specialization px → hθ induces an equivalence between h∗θ
and Px-invariant elements of p∗x, so we use λ to denote an element of either set. Any
Px-invariant element λ ∈ p∗x determines a G-equivariant morphism λ◦ : p◦ → OX .
Define U◦ := OX ⊗C U(g) and the map φλ : p◦ → U◦ by φλ(s) = s − λ◦(s) for
s ∈ p◦. The image of φλ generates a two-sided ideal Iλ in U◦; finally, define

DX,λ := U◦/Iλ.

The action of G on U(g) induces an algebraic action on DX,λ, and similarly, the
surjection U◦ → DX,λ determines a morphism

α : U(g) → Γ(X,DX,λ)

upon taking global sections. That the G-action and α satisfy (H1)–(H3) is obvious,
and therefore, DX,λ is a homogeneous twisted sheaf of differential operators.
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2.5. The infinitesimal character of DX,λ. In this section we compute the in-
finitesimal character of Γ(X,DX,λ). Let [λ] ∈ h∗/W be the W-orbit of λ ∈ h∗.
Recall that when X is the full flag variety, for any λ ∈ h∗ there is an isomorphism
Γ(X,DX,λ) � U[λ−ρ] and all higher cohomology vanishes. Consequently, we define
Dμ := DX,μ+ρ to compensate for the ρ-shift in the infinitesimal character of global
sections.

Unfortunately, the global sections of DX,λ for X a partial flag variety do not
always appear as a quotient of U(g). However, we can determine the infinitesimal
character without computing global sections explicitly. Define

Dhθ
= U◦/[p◦, p◦]U◦.

The quotient h◦θ = p◦/Dp◦ is the trivial bundle h◦θ = OX ⊗C hθ. For λ ∈ h∗θ, the
corresponding morphism φλ : p◦ → U◦ defining DX,λ descends to φλ : h◦θ → Dhθ

.
The quotient h → hθ allows us to extend φλ to U(h), and then compose with the
abstract Harish-Chandra isomorphism to get a map Z(g) → Dhθ

. Let ρθ and ρn
be defined as in the introduction. Note ρθ vanishes in the projection of h∗ to the
subspace h∗θ. Define

(4) Dλ = DX,λ+ρn
.

Then, the global sections of the tdo Dλ has infinitesimal character [λ−ρθ] ∈ h∗/W .
Hereafter, we use the notation D[λ] := Γ(X,Dλ) for a partial flag variety X.

We end with results illustrating some relationships between the twisting param-
eters for various homogeneous tdo’s. Let p : X → Xθ be the projection of the full
flag variety X to the partial flag variety Xθ of type θ. There is then an equality
(DXθ,λ)

p = DX,λ and so on the full flag variety, we have

Dp
λ = Dλ−ρθ

= DX,λ+ρn
.

Furthermore, in taking global sections, we have a morphism U[λ−ρθ] → D[λ]. We
may write Up

[λ] instead of U[λ−ρθ] for the sake of brevity. Also, since the opposite tdo

appears in the construction of the direct image, we include the following proposition.

Proposition 2.4. Let Dλ be any homogeneous tdo on the partial flag variety Xθ.
Then,

D◦
λ = D−λ.

Equivalently, we have D◦
Xθ,λ

= DXθ,−λ+2ρn
.

2.6. Anti-dominance and D-affineness. In this section we give some vanishing
results for cohomology of D-modules on generalized flag varieties. We use Σ∨ to
denote the co-roots in h. For λ ∈ h∗, we say λ is anti-dominant if α∨(λ) is not
a positive integer for all α ∈ Σ+. Further, we say λ is regular if the α∨(λ) are
all non-zero as well. For θ a subset of simple roots, let Σ+

θ denote the closure of

θ in Σ+ under addition. Define Σn := Σ+\Σ+
θ . For p a parabolic of type θ, any

specialization of (h,Σ,Σ+) to a Cartan triple for p will send Σ+
θ to positive roots

contained in a Levi factor of p and Σn to the roots of the nilradical of p. Let ρθ
and ρn be the half-sum of positive roots in Σ+

θ , respectively, Σn. Since h
∗
θ naturally

embeds to a subspace of h∗, we can define anti-dominance on h∗θ by restricting
the condition on h∗. However, due to the shift appearing in (4), and thus in the
infinitesimal character of the modules obtained by taking cohomology, it will be
more useful to include a shift in the definition.
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Definition 2.5. The character λ ∈ h∗θ is anti-dominant (or regular) if λ− ρθ ∈ h∗

is.

If θ is empty, hθ = h and ρθ = 0, so this generalized definition for the full flag
variety is the usual one. From [BB1], we have the following definition and results.

Definition 2.6. Let X be a generalized flag variety and D a tdo on X. Say X
is D-affine if for every F ∈ M(D) we have Γ(X,F ) generated by global sections
and Hi(X,F ) = 0 for all i > 0.

Proposition 2.7. If X is D-affine, the global sections functor

Γ : M(D) → M(D)

is an equivalence of categories, where D = Γ(X,D).

Anti-dominance of λ is necessary for Dλ-affineness of the full flag variety X; see
for example [M3] or [BB1]. Note our convention of positive roots is the opposite
of [BB1]; i.e., for them dominance rather than anti-dominance of λ determines
Dλ-affineness.

Theorem 2.8. Let X be the full flag variety, λ ∈ h∗.

(1) If λ is dominant, then Γ : M(Dλ) → M(U[λ]) is exact.
(2) If λ is also regular, then Γ is faithful.

A consequence of this theorem is that for λ anti-dominant and regular, the global
sections functor Γ gives an equivalence of categories. Its quasi-inverse Δλ sends a
U[λ]-module V to

Δλ(V ) = Dλ ⊗U[λ]
V.

We prove the following proposition in §5.1.

Proposition 2.9. Let λ ∈ h∗θ be anti-dominant and regular. Then Xθ is Dλ-affine.

3. The equivariant Zuckerman functor

In this section, we recall the main definitions and some results of the thesis of
Pandžić [P], including the construction of the equivariant Zuckerman functor.

3.1. (A,K)-modules. Let (A,K) be a pair consisting of an associative algebra
A over C and K a complex algebraic group. The algebra A is equipped with an
algebraic K-action φ, and a K-equivariant Lie algebra morphism ψ : k → A such
that

dφ(ξ)(a) = [ψ(ξ), a], ξ ∈ k, a ∈ A.

Such pairs are called Harish-Chandra pairs. We will eventually take A to be global
sections of a tdo on a generalized flag variety.

Definition 3.1. A weak (A,K)-module is a triple (V, π, ν) consisting of

(1) V an A-module with action π, and
(2) V an algebraic K-module with action ν, such that
(3) the A-action map A⊗ V → V is K-equivariant. In other words,

ν(k)π(a)ν(k−1) = π(φ(k)a)

for all k ∈ K and a ∈ A.
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An (A,K)-module is a weak (A,K)-module such that

(4) dν = π ◦ ψ.

Let M(A,Kw) be the category of all weak (A,K)-modules. Morphisms of
weak (A,K)-modules are linear maps compatible with both the A- and K-module
structures. Similarly, denote by M(A,K) the category of (A,K)-modules. Let
C(M(A,K(w))), K(M(A,K(w))) and D(M(A,K(w))) denote the category of com-
plexes, the homotopy category of complexes, and the derived category of (weak)
(A,K)-modules, respectively. For weak modules, we may simplify this notation to
C(A,Kw), etc., but in the next section we will introduce equivariant categories to
replace C(M(A,K)), etc.

3.2. Equivariant derived categories. Rather than working in the triangulated
categories derived directly from the abelian categories M(Uχ,K) (for some χ ∈
h∗/W), for the purposes of localization it is necessary to work with the equivariant
derived category. We give the needed definitions here.

Definition 3.2. An equivariant (A,K)-complex is a pair (V •, i) with V • a complex
of weak (A,K)-modules, and i is a linear map from k to graded linear degree −1
endomorphisms of V • satisfying:

(1) The iξ are A-morphisms for all ξ ∈ k.
(2) The iξ are K-equivariant for all ξ ∈ k.
(3) The sum iξiη + iηiξ = 0 for all η, ξ ∈ k.
(4) For every ξ ∈ k, the sum diξ + iξd = ω(ξ) where ω = dν − π ◦ ψ.

We summarize conditions (1) and (2) by stating i∈HomK(k,HomA(V
•, V •[−1])),

where we take HomA(V
•, V •[−1]) in the category of graded A-modules, and use the

conjugation action of K. Specifically, we have K acting on f ∈ HomA(V
•, V •[−1])

by

(k.f)(v) = ν(k).f(ν(k−1)v)

for all k ∈ K and v ∈ V •. The fourth condition implies the cohomology modules
of V • are (A,K)-modules. We will hereafter compress our notation by using ν to
denote both ν and dν, and π for π and π◦ψ so that we may write ω = ν−π. A final
notational remark: when referring to a generic equivariant (A,K)-complex V •, the
associated (A,K)-actions will be denoted (πV , νV ), and it will also be understood
that ωV = νV − πV .

A morphism of equivariant (A,K)-complexes is a morphism of complexes of weak
(A,K)-modules which commutes with iξ for all ξ ∈ k. The category C(A,K) of
equivariant (A,K)-complexes is abelian. Two morphisms

φ, ψ : (V •, i) → (W •, i)

are homotopic if there exists a homotopy of complexes h : V • → W •[−1] which
anti-commutes with iξ for all ξ ∈ k. That is,

h ◦ iξ = −iξ ◦ h.

Let K(A,K) be the homotopy category of equivariant (A,K)-complexes and
D(A,K) its localization by quasi-isomorphisms. The category D(A,K) is known
as the equivariant derived category of (A,K)-modules.
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For modules V • and W •∈C(A,Kw), define the homomorphism complex (here-
after, “Hom-complex”) by setting

Homk(V •,W •) =
∏

p

HomM(A,Kw)(V
p,W p+k)

with differential dk(f) = dW ◦ f − (−1)kf ◦ dV . Clearly then Hom0(V •,W •) =
HomC(A,Kw)(V

•,W •) and H0(Hom•(V •,W •)) = HomK(A,Kw)(V
•,W •). The Hom-

complex for objects (V •, i) and (W •, j) in C(A,K) is defined in the same way, but

with morphisms f ∈ Homk(V •,W •) such that

fiξ = (−1)kjξf, ∀ ξ ∈ k.

Again, we have Hom0(V •,W •) = HomC(A,K)(V
•,W •) and H0(Hom•(V •,W •)) =

HomK(A,K)(V
•,W •).

Let (∗) = C,K or D. There is a functor Forh from (∗)(A,K) to (∗)(A,Kw)
which forgets the homotopy i for the object (V •, i). Obviously, Forh : C(A,K) →
C(A,Kw) is faithful, but the same cannot necessarily be said for the homotopy or
derived categories.

For the pair (g,K) and A = U(g) (or more generally a quotient of U(g)), an
important example of an equivariant complex in Cb(A,K) is the standard complex
N (g) of g. The complex underlying N (g) is the Koszul resolution of C as a U(g)-
module. That is, for any integer k, we have

N (g)−k = U(g)⊗C ∧kg.

If u ⊗ τ ∈ N (g)−(k+1) with τ = τ0 ∧ . . . ∧ τk, the Koszul differential in degree
−(k + 1) is

d−(k+1)(u⊗ τ ) =
∑k

i=0(−1)iuτi ⊗ τ0 ∧ . . . τ̂i . . . ∧ τk
+

∑
0≤i<j≤k(−1)i+ju⊗ [τi, τj ] ∧ τ0 ∧ . . . τ̂i . . . τ̂j . . . ∧ τk.

The action πN of g in any degree is by left multiplication on U(g). The action νN
of K is induced on each side of the tensor product by the map φ : K → Int(g), and
its differential

dνN (ξ)(u⊗ τ ) = dφ(ξ)u⊗ τ + u⊗ dφ(ξ)τ.

There is a natural homotopy i of these actions on N (g) given in the following
proposition.

Proposition 3.3. For any ξ ∈ k, u⊗τ ∈ N (g)−k, define iξ(u⊗τ ) = −u⊗ψ(ξ)∧τ .
Then, we have (N (g), i) ∈ Cb(A,K).

The proof is a straightforward check, which we omit.

3.3. The right adjoint. The results of [P] can be stated in terms of the right
adjoint Indh to Forh defined below. For the geometric constructions of sections 4
and 5, an alternative definition using tensor products will be more useful. We give
both definitions and show they are equivalent.

Define Indh : C(A,Kw) → C(A,K) to take V • ∈ C(A,Kw) to Indh(V
•) with

Indh(V
•)i = {f ∈ Homi(N (k), V •) | f ◦ πN (ξ) = ωV (φ(ξ)) ◦ f ∀ξ ∈ k}.

The pair (A,K) acts on a map f : N (k) → V • by

π(X)f = πV (X) ◦ f, ∀ X ∈ A,
ν(k)f = νV (k) ◦ f ◦ νN (k−1), ∀ k ∈ K,
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where (πV , νV ) denote the (A,K)-actions on V •. Then, for all ξ ∈ k, we have
ω(ξ)f = −f ◦ ωN (ξ). There is a natural homotopy i on Indh(V

•) given by iξf =
(−1)k−1f ◦ iξ for f a degree k homomorphism, and any ξ ∈ k. The following
proposition can be proved by direct computation.

Proposition 3.4. For any V • ∈ C(A,Kw), the pair (Indh(V
•), i) ∈ C(A,K).

That Indh is right adjoint to the forgetful functor Forh is proved in detail in [K,
Prop. 4.2.3].

We can construct the right adjoint alternatively using a tensor product. For
V • ∈ C(A,Kw), let ωV denote the k-action on V • extended to U(k). Then, V •

can be made into a right U(k)-module by letting u ∈ U(k) act on v ∈ V • by
ωV (u

ι)v, where ι is the principal anti-automorphism of U(k). The total tensor
product V • ⊗k N (k) has in degree k the product

(V • ⊗k N (k))k =
∏

p∈Z

V p ⊗k N (k)k−p

and its differential is the usual differential of a double complex

dk(v ⊗ n) = dpV v ⊗ n+ (−1)pv ⊗ dk−p
N n,

for v ⊗ n ∈ V p ⊗N (k)k−p. The algebra A acts on V • ⊗k N (k) by

π(a)(v ⊗ n) = πV (a)v ⊗ n,

for every a ∈ A and v ⊗ n ∈ V • ⊗k N (k). The group K acts diagonally as

ν(k)(v ⊗ n) = νV (k)v ⊗ νN (k)n

for every k ∈ K. Therefore, for every ξ ∈ k we have ω(ξ)(v⊗n) = v⊗ωN (ξ)n. Define
the homotopy of actions i to be, up to a sign, the same as for N (k). Specifically,
for v ⊗ n ∈ V p ⊗k N (k)k−p and ξ ∈ k, let iξ(v ⊗ n) = (−1)pv ⊗ iξ(n).

Proposition 3.5. With the above actions and i, the total tensor product V •⊗kN (k)
is an equivariant (A,K)-complex.

On morphisms, tensoring with N (k) sends f to f⊗1 for every v⊗n ∈ V •⊗N (k).
One can check that this defines a chain morphism. The construction is the same if
we replace N (k) by any equivariant (U(k),K)-complex, so we have in fact proved
the following general theorem.

Theorem 3.6. Let V • ∈ C(A,Kw) and W • ∈ C(U(k),K). Take the right U(k)-
module structure on V • determined by ωV . Then V • ⊗k W

• is in C(A,K) with
actions defined by

π(a)(v ⊗ w) = πV (a)v ⊗ w ∀ a ∈ A,
ν(k)(v ⊗ w) = νV (k)v ⊗ νW (k)w ∀ k ∈ K

for all v ⊗ w ∈ V p ⊗ W k−p and homotopies iξ(v ⊗ w) = (−1)p−1v ⊗ iξw for all
ξ ∈ k.

Define Ind′h( - ) := - ⊗U(k) N (k)[−dK ], where dK = dimK, as a functor from
C(A,Kw) to C(A,K).

Proposition 3.7. The functor Ind′h is naturally isomorphic to Indh.
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Proof. Since k is reductive, ∧dK k = C, the trivial representation of k. Therefore,
the natural pairing

∧p
k× ∧dK−p

k → ∧dK k

determines an isomorphism ∧dK−pk→̃(∧pk)∗ of k-modules. For τ ∈ ∧dK−pk, let
τ∗ ∈ (∧pk)∗ denote the linear map τ∗( - ) = - ∧ τ . Then, for any k ∈ Z, this
extends to a vector space isomorphism

Φk : (V • ⊗N (k))k−dK→̃Homk(N (k), V •).

Clearly, the (A,K)-module structure commutes with the vector space isomorphism.
Note also, since (ξ ∧ τ )∗ = (−1)p+1τ∗ ◦ iξ, the homotopy iξ commutes with the
isomorphism for all ξ ∈ k. That is, for v ⊗ τ ∈ V k−p ⊗ ∧dK−pk, we have

Φk(iξ(v ⊗ τ )) = iξ(v ⊗ τ∗).

The isomorphism Φ also commutes with differentials. Observe for all (vk−p ⊗
τdK−p) ∈

∏
p V

k−p ⊗ ∧dK−pk, the compositions

dkΦk(vk−p ⊗ τdK−p) and Φk+1dk−dK (vk−p ⊗ τdK−p)

are equal if and only if

(−1)p(d
dK−(p−1)
N τdK−(p−1))

∗ = τ∗dK−(p−1) ◦ d
p
N

for all p. Expand τ = τdK−(p−1) = ξ1∧ . . .∧ξdK−(p−1) and let τ∨ = ζ1∧ . . .∧ζp−1 be
its complement. For ζ ∧dτ and dζ ∧ τ to be nonzero, (up to sign) either ζ = τ∨∧ ξi
for some 1 ≤ i ≤ dK − (p − 1) or ζ = ζ1 ∧ . . . ζ̂s . . . ∧ ζp−1 ∧ ξi ∧ ξj for some
1 ≤ i < j ≤ dK − (p− 1) and 1 ≤ s ≤ p− 1. One can verify explicitly that in either
of these cases, we do in fact have the equality

(−1)p(d
dK−(p−1)
N τ )∗(ζ) = τ∗(dpN (ζ)).

Therefore, for any V • ∈ C(A,Kw), there is an isomorphism of equivariant (A,K)-
complexes

Hom•(N (k), V •) � V • ⊗k N (k)[−dK ]

which is transparently functorial in V •. �

3.4. Equivariant Zuckerman functor. For T ⊂ K a closed subgroup, there is a
restriction functor ResKT from D(A,K) to D(A, T ), given simply by restricting the
K-action on any object to T . Pandžić gives an explicit construction of the right
adjoint to this functor in [P], which he calls the equivariant Zuckerman functor and

denotes by Γequi
K,T . We recall the construction here.

Take the standard complex N (k) as an object of C(k, T ) via the restriction func-
tor. Let R(K) be the ring of regular functions of K. Then, for any V • ∈ C(A, T ),
we have

R(K)⊗C V • ∈ C(k, T )
with the (k, T )-actions denoted by (λk, λT ), respectively. These actions are defined
for all k ∈ K and F ∈ R(K)⊗C V • by

(λk(ξ)F )(k) = πV (ξ)F (k) + LξF (k) ∀ξ ∈ k,
(λT (t)F )(k) = νV (t)F (kt) ∀t ∈ T,
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where (πV , νV ) denote the (k, T )-actions on V •, and the k-action is extended to
U(k). The homotopy i is that for V •. There is a commuting (A,K)-action on
R(K)⊗C V

•, denoted by (πΓ, νΓ) and defined for all F ∈ R(K)⊗V • and k ∈ K by

(πΓ(a)F )(k) = πV (φ(k)a)F (k), ∀a ∈ A,
(νΓ(h)F )(k) = F (h−1k) ∀h ∈ K.

Define the equivariant Zuckerman functor on an object V • ∈ C(A, T ) to be

Γequi
K,T (V

•) = Hom•(N (k), R(K)⊗ V •)(k,T ),

with the Hom-complex taken in C(A,Kw), and the (k, T ) indicating that we take

(k, T )-invariants. The (A,K)-action on Γequi
K,T (V

•) is denoted by (π, ν) and defined

for all f ∈ Γequi
K,T (V

•), n ∈ N (k), and k ∈ K as

(5)
(π(a)f)(n)(k) = (πΓ(a)f(n))(k) = πV (φ(k)a)f(n)(k), ∀a ∈ A,

(ν(h)f)(n)(k) = (νΓ(h)f(νN (h−1)n))(k) = f(νN (h−1)n)(h−1k), ∀k′ ∈ K.

The homotopy iξ acts on a morphism f in degree � by

(iξf)(n)(k) = (−1)	+1f(iξn)(k)

for every n ∈ N (k), as in the definition of Indh.

4. Equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves

The main technical construction required for the proof of Theorem 1.2 is that
of the geometric Zuckerman functor. This is the localization of the equivariant
Zuckerman functor to the derived equivariant D-module categories on generalized
flag varieties. In this section, we define our categories of interest and construct the
geometric Zuckerman functor from the basic D-module functors of §2.

The category of (left) G-equivariant OX-modules is denoted by MG(X). The
following theorem is well known:

Theorem 4.1. If G acts on X freely, there is an equivalence of categories
MG(X) � M(X/G).

For homogeneous spaces, we can make a stronger statement. If B is a complex
linear group, let Rep(B) be the category of algebraic representations of B.

Theorem 4.2. If X = G/B, there is an equivalence of categories MG(X) �
Rep(B).

One realization of this equivalence is by the geometric fiber functor Tx, where
x ∈ X is the point stabilized by B. Recall that the inclusion ix : x → X is not
G-equivariant, but is B-equivariant for the restriction of the G action to B. Let
ResGB be the functor on G-equivariant sheaves which restricts the group action to

B. Then, define the geometric fiber functor Tx to be i∗x ◦ResGB. The pull-back i∗x is
the usual pullback for O-modules.
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4.1. Group and Lie algebra actions on sheaves. Let ek : X → K ×X be the
map sending x → (k, x). Then if F is K-equivariant with structure isomorphism
φ : μ∗F→̃π∗F , pulling back along ek induces an isomorphism e∗k(φ) : s∗kF→̃F ,
where sk is the automorphism of X given by x → kx. In this way, we map k ∈ K
to the isomorphism

e∗k(φ) ∈
∏

k∈K

Isom(s∗k(F ),F ),

and thus obtain an action of K on sections. For a local section f ∈ F , define
the action of k ∈ K on f to be the local section of F determined by ν(k)f :=
e∗k(φ)

−1(f). One differentiates this action to obtain a corresponding Lie algebra
action of k on the sheaf F . There is a general construction for Lie algebra actions
on sheaves given in [BB2].

4.2. Harish-Chandra sheaves. Let (g,K) be a Harish-Chandra pair, let X be
a generalized flag variety for g, and let Dλ be a homogeneous twisted sheaf of
differential operators on X. More generally, we can consider Harish-Chandra pairs
(A ,K) with A a sheaf of associative OX-algebras, such that the pair locally satisfies
the usual definition of Harish-Chandra pair. A weak Harish-Chandra sheaf for the
pair (Dλ,K) is a quasi-coherent Dλ-module V with a K-equivariant OX-module
structure such that the action of Dλ is K-equivariant. A weak Harish-Chandra
sheaf is a Harish-Chandra sheaf if additionally the differential of the K-action on
V agrees with the action of k induced by Dλ.

A morphism of weak Harish-Chandra sheaves is a Dλ-module homomorphism
which respects the underlying K-equivariant structure. As with weakly equivariant
Harish-Chandra modules, we will use M(Dλ,K

w) to denote the category of weak
Harish-Chandra sheaves andM(Dλ,K) for the category of Harish-Chandra sheaves.
We construct the derived equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaf category in the same
way as the derived equivariant Harish-Chandra module category.

Definition 4.3. An equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaf is a pair (V •, i) with V •

a complex of weak Harish-Chandra sheaves, and i a linear map from k to graded
linear degree −1 endomorphisms of V • satisfying:

(1) The iξ are Dλ-morphisms for all ξ ∈ k.
(2) The map i : k → HomDλ

(V •,V •[−1]) is K-equivariant; that is, for all
k ∈ K,

ν(k) ◦ iξ ◦ ν(k−1) = iAd(k)ξ.

(3) For all η, ξ ∈ k, the sum iξiη + iηiξ vanishes.
(4) There is the equality diξ + iξd = ω(ξ), where ω = ν − π, where ν = dν and

π is the action of k induced from Dλ.

Define the Hom-complex Hom•(V •,W •) in the same way as for equivariant
Harish-Chandra complexes. The category of equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves
C(Dλ,K) has equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves as objects and for any V • and
W • the morphisms between them are Hom0(V •,W •) as homomorphisms. The
homotopy category of equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves K(Dλ,K) has the same
objects, but the zeroth cohomology H0(Hom•(V •,W •)) of the Hom-complex from
V • to W •. The derived equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaf category D(Dλ,K) is the
localization of K(Dλ,K) with respect to quasi-isomorphisms. According to [MP],
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when X is the full flag variety and λ is regular, the derived global sections functor

RΓ : D+(Dλ,K) → D+(U[λ],K),

is an equivalence. This equivariant form of Beilinson-Bernstein localization indi-
cates the equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaf categories are the appropriate geometric
category in which to work in the context of the results of [P].

The categories of interest in the construction of the geometric Zuckerman functor
are as follows. Given a generalized flag variety X for a Harish-Chandra pair (g,K)
and a homogeneous tdo Dλ on X, we have the categories:

(1) The abelian category M(Dλ,K
(w)) of (weak) Harish-Chandra sheaves on

X for the pair (Dλ,K).
(2) The category C(M(Dλ,K

(w))) of complexes of (weak) Harish-Chandra
sheaves onX, and its homotopy category K(M(Dλ,K

(w))) and derived cat-
egory D(M(Dλ,K

(w))). For concision, in the case of weak Harish-Chandra
sheaves we may abbreviate the above notation to

(∗)(Dλ,K
w) = (∗)(M(Dλ,K

w))

for (∗) = C, K, or D.
(3) The category of equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves for (Dλ,K), denoted

C(Dλ,K) and its homotopy and derived categories (∗)(Dλ,K) with (∗) = K
and D, respectively.

4.3. The geometric Indh. The forgetful functor

Forh : C(Dλ,K) → C(Dλ,K
w)

forgets the homotopy i, as did the forgetful functor for the equivariant (A,K)-
complexes of §3.2.

Proposition 4.4. The forgetful functor Forh has a right adjoint.

We will now construct a functor Indh : C(Dλ,K
w) → C(Dλ,K) and show in

Proposition 4.6 that it is the right adjoint to Forh. For an object V • ∈ C(Dλ,K
w),

put

Indh(V
•) = Hom•

U(k)(N (k),V •),

where N (k) is the standard complex thought of as a constant sheaf on X. For any
ξ ∈ k define

iξ : Indh(V
•) → Indh(V

•)[−1], iξf(u⊗ τ ) = (−1)jf(iξ(u⊗ τ ))

for f in degree j, where iξ : N (k) → N (k)[−1] is the map

iξ(u⊗ τ ) = −u⊗ ξ ∧ τ.

As a (Dλ,K)-module, sections of Dλ act on f ∈ Indh(V •) by their action on V •,
and K acts by conjugating f by the K-actions on each factor. That is, for any local
section T ∈ Dλ, we have (Tf)(u⊗ τ ) = Tf(u⊗ τ ) and

(ν(k)f)(u⊗ τ ) = νV (k)f(νN (k−1)u⊗ τ ),

where νV is the K-action on local sections of V • and νN the K-action on N (k).
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Proposition 4.5. The pair (Indh(V •), i) is an object of C(Dλ,K) for all V • ∈
C(Dλ,K

w).

We omit the proof which consists entirely of computations following the defini-
tions.

Proposition 4.6. The functor Indh is right adjoint to Forh.

We again omit the completely computational proof, which can be found in [K,
§5.3]. A version of this proposition is also presented without proof in [BL, Prop.
2.13.2]. The full Hom-complex is used in the proof of adjointness, which allows us
to conclude that Indh is also the right adjoint to Forh for the homotopy category.
Moreover, the functor Indh preserves K-injective objects. The proposition below
follows immediately from Lemma 4.8 below.

Proposition 4.7. If the category C(Dλ,K
w) has enough K-injectives, then the

categories (∗)(Dλ,K) for (∗) = C,K or D have enough K-injectives.

Since Indh is cohomologically finite, this proposition holds for the bounded ver-
sions of the involved categories.

Lemma 4.8. Let (V , i) be an equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaf. If f : V • → I • is
a quasi-isomorphism of V • with a K-injective I • in C(Dλ,K

w), then the morphism
φf ∈ Hom(V •, Indh(I

•)) obtained via adjointness is also a quasi-isomorphism.

Proof. Recall from [S, Prop. 1.5] that I • is K-injective if and only if for all
diagrams

U • φ
��

s

��

I •

W •

with s a quasi-isomorphism, there exists a unique morphism gφ : W • → I • such
that [gφs] = [φ] in the homotopy category.

In the setting of the hypothesis of the lemma, let ψ be a representative of some
class [ψ] ∈ Hk(Indh(I •), and consider the diagram

(6) N (k)
ψ

��

s

��

I •[k]

C

where s is the usual quasi-isomorphism. Then, the unique gψ which exists such
that [gψs] = [ψ] must send 1 to ψ0(1).

Next, let [v] ∈ Hk(V •) be the unique element such that [f(v)] = [ψ0(1)] ∈
Hk(I •). Replacing ψ with φ(v) in the diagram (6), we find there exists a unique
gf : C → I •[k] such that [gfs] = [φf (v)]. Therefore,

[gf (1)] = [f(v)] = [gψ(1)] ∈ Hk(I ).

This implies [gf ] = [gψ], and consequently [φf (v)] = [ψ]. �
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4.4. Reduction principle. Although the category D(Dλ,K) is not derived from
its heart M(Dλ,K), the existence of enough K-injectives in C(Dλ,K) would imply
any functor on C(Dλ,K) which preserves K-injectives can be extended to a functor
on D(Dλ,K). We will show in section 4.6 that C+(Dλ,K

w) has enough K-injectives,
which we have seen (Proposition 4.7), implies C+(Dλ,K) does as well. In fact, the
only functors needed in this paper will be cohomologically finite, so we will safely
be able to restrict our attention to bounded complexes.

The forgetful functors from M(Dλ,K) to M(Dλ,K
w) and C(Dλ,K) to

C(Dλ,K
w) are obviously faithful, so any functor on the weakly equivariant cate-

gories lifts immediately to Harish-Chandra sheaves and equivariant Harish-Chandra
sheaves. The lifting of properties such as exactness, adjointness, etc., follows triv-
ially. It is clear, then, that any exact functor on M(Dλ,K

w) will trivially extend
to a functor on D(Dλ,K). The forgetful functors at the homotopy and derived
level are not necessarily faithful, since homotopies of morphisms in the equivari-
ant Harish-Chandra categories must anti-commute with the additional structure
map i with which each object is equipped. It is at this point we must rely on the
K-injective objects for existence of the equivariant derived functor.

4.5. Functor of K-invariants. Lemma 1.8.6 of [BB2] gives an equivalence

M(Dλ,K
w) � M(Dλ ⊗C U(k),K).

The latter category is the category of Harish-Chandra sheaves for the pair (Dλ ⊗
U(k),K). Let D be any tdo on X. Whenever K acts trivially on X, there exists a
trivial functor M(D) → M(D ,K), where the structure morphisms for the Harish-
Chandra pair (D ,K) are the trivial ones; i.e., φ(k) = id and ψ(ξ) = 0 for all
k ∈ K and ξ ∈ k. Since the action of K on X is trivial, the action and projection
morphisms μ, π : K ×X → X are equal, hence any D-module on X automatically
has the structure of an equivariant OX -module. One can check that this makes
our D-module into an (D ,K)-module. One can further define the functor ( - )K :
M(D ,K) → M(D), which takes K-invariant sections of the underlying sheaf. It
is exact and right adjoint to the trivial functor.

We must extend the notion ofK-invariant sections to equivariant Harish-Chandra
sheaves. For K acting trivially on X, we will from this point on use the notation
( - )K : Cb(Dλ,K) → Cb(Dλ) for the functor taking both K- and N (k)-invariants.
By N (k)-invariants, we mean U(k)-invariants which are also invariant for the ho-
motopy map i. This invariants functor is right adjoint to the trivial inclusion.
Analogously, for an arbitrary S-action on X, one can define the trivial inclusion
TrivK : (∗)(Dλ, S

(w)) → (∗)(Dλ,K × S(w)) and ( - )K : (∗)(Dλ,K × S(w)) →
(∗)(Dλ, S

(w)), with (∗) = M or Cb. They are again adjoints.
For arbitrary K-action, let S be a closed subgroup of K and define an action of

K × S on K ×X by letting K act on itself on the left and let S act by s.(k, x) =
(ks−1, sx) for all s ∈ S. We refer to this action as the internal diagonal action.
When K acts by the given action on X and S acts trivially, the action map μ :
K ×X → X is K × S equivariant. Therefore, the inverse image functor μ◦ takes
(weak) Harish Chandra sheaves on X for the pair (Dλ,K × S) to (weak) Harish-
Chandra sheaves on K ×X. If K acts trivially on X and S acts by the restriction
of the given K-action, then the projection map π is K×S-equivariant. In this case,
the functor πK

∗ : M(Dπ
λ ,K × S(w)) → M(Dλ, S

(w)) is well defined.
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Recall also [BB2, Lemma 1.8.10], which says that given a free K-action on K×X
with q : K ×X → X the quotient map, there is then a pair of equivalences

M(Dq
λ,K

w)
qK∗ �� M(Dλ ⊗ U(k))
q◦

�� ,(7)

M(Dq
λ,K)

qK∗ �� M(Dλ),
q◦

�� ,(8)

where qK∗ is the functor of K-invariant sections composed with the O-module direct
image functor. The inverse image functor q◦ implicitly factors through the trivial
inclusion; e.g., M(Dλ) → M(Dλ,K) for the trivial action of K on X in the latter
category.

To extend these equivalences to the equivariant Harish-Chandra categories, we
must use the D-module direct image q+. The proposition below shows that q+
takes equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves to equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves.

Proposition 4.9. In the setting of equation (8), for (k, S) a Harish-Chandra pair,
if S acts on K ×X and X such that q is S-equivariant, then the D-module direct
image functor q+ takes Cb(Dq

λ, S) to Cb(Dλ, S).

Proof. As it is clear that the functor q+ lands in Cb(Dλ, S
w), we are left to find a

canonical homotopy of the s-actions

i : s → HomD(q+V , q+V [−1])

for every object (V , i) ∈ Cb(Dq
λ, S). Since q is a surjective submersion, the direct

image functor q+ is equal to q∗( - ⊗OK×X
T •
K×X/X). The sheaf TK×X equals the

exterior tensor product TK � TX , and therefore the relative sheaf of differentials is

TK×X/X � π∗
KTK .

Moreover, the group K is affine, so TK = OK ⊗C k and hence the inverse image is
π∗
KT •

K = OK×X ⊗C ∧•k. Namely, we have equalities

q+( - ) = q∗( - ⊗C ∧•
k) = q∗( - )⊗U(k) N (k).

For any V ∈ Cb(Dq
λ, S), the complex q∗(V ) is a priori only weakly S-equivariant.

However, since (k, S) is Harish-Chandra, the standard complex N (k) is an object
of Cb(U(k), S) and therefore we can give q+(V ) the structure of an equivariant
(Dλ, S)-complex by utilizing the homotopy on N (k) as in Proposition 3.5. �
We will implement this proposition, in particular, for q = μ or π and the group
K × S, with the left action of K and the internal diagonal action of S on K ×X,
where S ⊂ K is a closed subgroup.

Now we can generalize the equivalence (8) to equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves.
The Triv functor in the corollary below will be used implicitly, and its adjoint
( - )K : Cb(D ,K) → Cb(D) takes both K- and N (k)-invariants. Note that N (k)-
invariant sections are those invariant for U(k) and the homotopy i.

Corollary 4.10. For K acting freely on K×X with quotient map q : K×X → X,
and for D a tdo on X, there is an equivalence of categories

Cb(Dq,K)
qK+ [−dK ]

�� Cb(D).
q◦

��
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Proof. By the reduction principle, this corollary follows from the equivalence

M(Dq,Kw)
qK∗ �� M(D ⊗ U(k))
q◦

��

if qK+ [−dK ] � qK∗ . Such equivalence follows from the proof of Proposition 4.9,

which showed qK+ ( - ) = (q∗( - )⊗U(k) N (k))K with canonical homotopy i(v ⊗ n) =
(−1)pv ⊗ in, where v is of degree p. It is then clear the functor N (k)-invariants
composed with q+ takes the form q∗[dK ] and thus qK+ [−dK ] � qK∗ . �

This equivalence respects (weak) S-equivariance when the S-action commutes with
K and q is S-equivariant. That is, this corollary immediately implies an equivalence
Cb(Dq,K × S(w)) � Cb(D , S(w)).

4.6. The geometric Zuckerman functor. Let K act on X and let S ⊂ K be
a closed subgroup. Recall for O-modules, there is a restriction functor ResKS from
M(OX ,K) to M(OX , S), defined by restricting the K-action to S. Since the K-
action on an equivariant sheaf V is defined by an isomorphism φ : μ∗V →̃π∗V , with
μ, π : K × X → X the usual action and projection morphisms (respectively), the
restriction of the K-action comes from taking φ to j∗φ, where j : S ×X → K ×X
is the obvious inclusion. One defines the restriction functor on the categories
M(Dλ,K

(w)) equivalently. We will use the notation ResKS for the functor on either

category. The functor ResKS is exact and therefore extends to the equivariant de-
rived categories. For K-equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves, the restriction functor
ResKS : Cb(Dλ,K) → Cb(Dλ, S) restricts both the K-action to S and the map i to
s, the Lie algebra of S. We will want another description of this functor, which will
be more enlightening for finding its adjoint.

Proposition 4.11. There is a natural isomorphism ResKS � πK
∗ μ◦TrivS as func-

tors from M(Dλ,K) to M(Dλ, S).

Proof. For brevity, we drop the Triv from our notation. Let V ∈ M(Dλ,K) be
any object, let μS , πS : S ×X → X denote the action and projection morphisms,
respectively, let j be as above, and let eS : X → S × X be the identity inclusion
x → (e, x). Forgetting the D-module structure momentarily, note that since μS ◦
eS = πS ◦ eS = id, there is an equivalence of underlying O-modules e∗Sμ

∗
SV = V ,

and likewise for πS . In particular, we have πK
∗ μ∗V = e∗Sπ

∗
Sπ

K
∗ μ∗V , but πS = π ◦ j,

so the right-hand side is isomorphic to e∗Kμ∗V = V , where eK = j◦eS : X → K×X
is the identity inclusion. In other words, the O-module underlying the equivariant
sheaf πK

∗ μ◦V is itself V . Additionally, the D-module structure is unchanged by

the functor πK
∗ μ◦. Therefore, the identity morphism πK

∗ μ◦V → ResKS V is an
isomorphism of Harish-Chandra modules. �

As in the algebraic setting, the geometric restriction functor ResKS has a right
adjoint. The remainder of this section is devoted to constructing the geometric
Zuckerman functor Γgeo

K,S and proving that it is the right adjoint to ResKS , then
extending these results to the derived equivariant category.

Take all morphisms and actions as above (including the last paragraph of section
4.5). Since Dλ is a K-equivariant OX-module on X, there is a canonical isomor-
phism between μ∗Dλ and π∗Dλ. Consequently, we have an induced isomorphism
Dμ

λ � Dπ
λ of their respective sheaves of differential endomorphisms. Therefore,
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there is a natural isomorphism of categories M(Dμ
λ ) = M(Dπ

λ ) and we will pass
between these two categories without comment or additional notation.

We use the equivalence (8) to motivate our construction of the geometric Zuck-
erman functor.

Definition 4.12. Define the geometric Zuckerman functor from Cb(Dλ, S) to
Cb(Dλ,K) to be

Γgeo
K,S := μS

+π
◦ ◦ TrivK [−dK ].

By the reduction principle, the geometric Zuckerman functor Γgeo
K,S is also defined

for derived equivariant categories if Cb(Dλ, S) has enough K-injective objects.

Proposition 4.13. The geometric Zuckerman functor Γgeo
K,S on the equivariant

Harish-Chandra sheaf category is right adjoint to the corresponding restriction func-
tor ResKS .

Proof. By Lemma 4.10, we have that π◦ ◦ TrivK and πK
+ [−dK ] are quasi-inverse

equivalences. Therefore, the adjointness proposed in the proposition depends only
on the right adjointness of μS

+[−dK ] to μ◦ ◦TrivS , but since μ is smooth, we know
μ◦ � μ+[−dK ] is an adjoint pair. �

At the level of the abelian categories of Harish-Chandra sheaves, we can take
zeroth cohomology to define the geometric Zuckerman functor; i.e., the functor
H0 ◦ Γgeo

K,S : M(Dλ, S) → M(Dλ,K) is right adjoint to ResKS . Hereafter, we abuse

notation and use Γgeo
K,S for the geometric Zuckerman functor on the categories of

Harish-Chandra and equivariant Harish-Chandra sheaves alike, as the intent should
be clear from context.

In the case S is the trivial subgroup of K, the restriction functor merely forgets
the K-action and its right adjoint preserves injective objects. We abbreviate the
notation of these functors to ResK and to Γgeo

K . We may also consider weakened
versions of the restriction and geometric Zuckerman functor in this case, between
the categories Cb(Dλ,K

w) and Cb(Dλ ⊗ U(k)). Proposition 4.13 holds with the
analogous proof, likewise the analogous statements hold for the abelian categories
of weak Harish-Chandra sheaves. This adjoint pair on weak Harish-Chandra sheaves
is essential for the following proposition:

Proposition 4.14. The category M(Dλ,K
w) has enough injective objects.

Proof. Since M(Dλ ⊗ U(k)) has enough injectives, and Γgeo
K preserves injectives, it

is enough to show the adjointness morphism V → Γgeo
K ResK(V ) is injective for any

object V ∈ M(Dλ,K
w). Injectivity in this case is a property of the underlying

O-module morphism, which in this case is the usual adjointness morphism V →
μ∗μ

∗V . This is known to be injective in general for projections Y × U → U with
Y affine. �

Corollary 4.15. The bounded below category of complexes Cb(Dλ,K
w) has enough

K-injective objects.

4.7. Properties of Γgeo
K,S. In this section, we use the geometric Zuckerman functor

Γgeo
K,S to construct standard modules on generalized flag varieties. With the nota-

tions of the last section, let Q be a K-orbit on X (a generalized flag variety of type
θ) and let i : Q → X be the inclusion. Fix a point x ∈ Q and let ix : x → Q and
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jx = i ◦ ix denote the inclusions of x to Q and X, respectively. Recall D[λ] denotes
the global sections of Dλ, where λ is in h∗θ ⊂ h∗ and [λ] is its Weyl group orbit in
h∗/W . Denote the stabilizer of x in K by Sx.

Proposition 4.16. The diagram below is commutative:

Db(D i
λ, Sx)

Γgeo
K,Sx ��

i+

��

Db(D i
λ,K)

i+

��

Db(Dλ, Sx)
Γgeo
K,Sx �� Db(Dλ,K).

Proof. Consider the fibered square

K ×Q
i ��

μ

��

K ×X

μ

��

Q
i �� X.

It is clear that i+μ+ = μ+i+. Moreover, we have i+μ
Sx
+ = μSx

+ i+, since i is Sx-
equivariant. A base change for Dλ-modules allows us to commute i+ past π◦. �

Proposition 4.17. The diagram below is commutative:

Db(Dλ, Sx)
Γgeo
K,Sx ��

RΓ

��

Db(Dλ,K)

RΓ

��

Db(D[λ], Sx)
Γequi
K,Sx �� Db(D[λ],K).

Proof. The reduction principle allows us to work with categories of complexes alone.
It is clear from the previous constructions that for any V • ∈ Cb(Dλ, Sx), we have

RΓ(X,Γgeo
K,Sx

V •) = Hom•
(k,Sx,N (sx))(N (k),RΓ(X,μ∗π

◦V •))

as (D[λ],K)-complexes, where sx is the Lie algebra of Sx and the homomorphisms
on the right are equivariant with respect to the k, Sx and N (sx)-actions. For any
open set U ⊂ X, we have by definition μ∗π

◦V •(U) = R(K)⊗ V •(U) where R(K)
is the ring of regular functions on K. Therefore, we have

RΓ(X,μ∗π
◦V •) = R(K)⊗RΓ(X,V •).

Note that local sections of μ∗π
∗V • are functions F from K to V •.

The shift isomorphism σ : K×X → K×X (defined by σ(k, x) = (k, kx)) relates
μ and π by μ = π◦σ. Let φ : μ∗Dλ→̃π∗Dλ be the K-equivariance isomorphism, and
let φ∗ : Dμ

λ →̃Dπ
λ be the induced isomorphism of tdo’s. The isomorphism φ∗ locally

sends a section T ∈ Dμ
λ to φ ◦ T ◦ φ−1, where φ : μ∗Dλ→̃π∗Dλ sends X ∈ μ∗Dλ to

φ(X) = X ◦ σ−1. Now consider the Sx-action. Let

μ̃, π̃ : Sx ×K ×X → K ×X

be the action and projection morphisms, respectively. For any t ∈ Sx, let

ẽt : K ×X → Sx ×K ×X
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be the inclusion (k, x) → (t, k, x). If ψ is the Sx-equivariance morphism for V •,
then the Sx-action on π∗V • is given by

λs(t)(f ⊗ v) = π∗e∗t (ψ)
−1(f ⊗ v),

where et : X → Sx ×X, et : x → (t, x). Hence for a local section F ∈ μ∗π
∗V •, we

have

(λs(t)F )(k) = e∗t (ψ)
−1(F (kt)).

The U(k)-module structure on μ∗π
∗V • is induced by φ∗. For every F ∈ μ∗π

∗V
and ξ ∈ k, we have

(λk(ξ)F )(k) = φ−1(ξφ(F ))(k) = LξF (k) + πV (ξ)F (k).

On the other hand, Dπ
λ = DK � Dλ, so for all T ∈ Dλ and F ∈ μ∗π

∗V •, we have

(πΓ(T )F )(k) = (φ−1 ◦ T ◦ φ)(F )(k) = πV (νD(k−1)TνD(k))F (k),

where νD denotes the K-action on Dλ, and πV the Dλ-action on V •. Since
σ∗
kμ∗π

∗V • = μ∗π
∗V • for all k ∈ K, the K-action on F ∈ μ∗π

∗V • is defined by
(νΓ(k)F )(k′) = F (k−1k′). The (Dλ,K)-actions on Hom•

(k,Sx,N (sx))
(N (k),

RΓ(X,μ∗π
∗V •)) are given as in the definition of the algebraic functor Indh. Like-

wise, the homotopy of actions i is defined for a morphism f : N (k) → R(K) ⊗
RΓ(X,V •) of degree � by

(iξf)(n)(k) = (−1)	f(iAd(k)ξn)(k)

for all n ∈ N (k), k ∈ K, where we take the (U(k),K)-module structure on N (k)
from §3.2. Then, by Proposition 4.17, we have an isomorphism

RΓ(X,Γgeo
K,Sx

(V •)) � Γequi
K,Sx

(RΓ(X,V •))

of (D[λ],K)-complexes. �

Proposition 4.18. If τ is a K-equivariant connection on Q compatible with D i,
then

Γgeo
K,Sx

ix+Txτ [dQ] � τ.

Proof. Let ix : K → K × Q be the lift of ix : x → Q under the projection
π : K × Q → Q. Denote the quotient and projection maps q : K → Q and
p : K → x, respectively, and observe q = μ ◦ ix. A base change for D-modules then
gives the equivalence

Γgeo
K,Sx

ix+[dQ] = qSx
+ π◦[−dSx

].

Lemma 4.10 provides an equivalence of categories

Cb(D i◦q, Sx)
qSx
+ p◦[−dSx ]

�� Cb(D i,K).
pK
+ q◦[−dK ]

��

The corresponding equivalence for the underlying O-module structure is

(9) Rep(Sx)
qSx
∗ p∗

�� M(OQ,K).
pK
∗ q∗

��

In this setting, we have i◦xRes
K
Sx
τ = pK∗ q∗τ = Txτ . The equivalence (9) thus implies

there is a natural isomorphism τ � qSx
+ π◦Txτ .

�
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Proposition 4.19. With the above notation, if φ : X → Y is a proper K-
equivariant morphism of projective varieties and S ⊂ K is any closed subgroup,
we have φ◦Γgeo

K,S = Γgeo
K,Sφ

◦.

Proof. The inverse image φ◦ obviously commutes with π◦, and it commutes with
μS
+ by a base change since φ is K-equivariant, therefore is S-equivariant. �

5. Cohomology of derived standard modules

5.1. The Embedding theorem. For a Harish-Chandra pair (g,K), let Xθ be a
partial flag variety of type θ. Fix a tdo Dλ on Xθ. Let X denote the full flag variety
of g. There is a natural fibration

p : X → Xθ

and a corresponding natural morphism from Up
[λ] = U[λ−ρθ] = Γ(X,Dp

λ) to D[λ] :=

Γ(Xθ,Dλ). We obtain a pull-back functor

p∗ : M(D[λ]) → M(Up
[λ])

of modules over these rings in the usual way. The pull-back p∗ is related to p◦ by
the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1 (Embedding Theorem 1.3). The inverse image functor

p◦ : M(Dλ) → M(Dp
λ)

is fully faithful for all λ, and we have Γ ◦ p◦ = p∗ ◦ Γ.

Proof. We will prove full faithfulness of p◦ by constructing a functor fromM(Dp
λ) →

M(Dλ) which is quasi-inverse to p◦ when restricted to the essential image of p◦.
Since p is smooth, the shifted direct image functor p+[−n] is right adjoint to p◦ on
the derived categories, where n is the dimension of the fibers of p. That is, for any
V ∈ M(Dλ) there is a natural morphism of complexes

ad : V → p+p
◦V [−n].

As p is a flat morphism between smooth projective varieties, the inverse image p◦

is exact on M(Dλ). Recall that for surjective submersions the direct image functor
p+ is given by

V → Rp∗(V ⊗(Dp
λ)

◦ T •
X/Xθ

(Dp
λ)

◦) = Rp∗(V ⊗OX
ωX/Xθ

⊗(D◦
λ)

p T •
X/Xθ

(D◦
λ)

p).

For all the reductions, we will use the first presentation of p+, although the left
Dλ-module structure is obscured by this notation.

The relative tangent complex vanishes below the fiber dimension, which implies
that for V ∈ M(Dλ) there is a standard truncation triangle

τ≥1(p
◦V ⊗(Dp

λ)
◦ T •

X/Xθ
(Dp

λ)
◦)[−n])

[1]
����
��
��
��

Ker d−n �� p◦V ⊗(Dp
λ)

◦ T •
X/Xθ

(Dp
λ)

◦[−n]

��������������

in the derived category, where d• is the differential in p◦V ⊗(Dp
λ)

◦ T •
X/Xθ

. Since p∗
is left exact, the long exact sequence obtained from applying Rp∗ to this triangle
induces an isomorphism

p∗Ker d−n � H−n(Rp∗(p
◦V ⊗(Dp

λ)
◦ T •

X/Xθ
(Dp

λ)
◦))
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in degree 0. The adjointness morphism thus descends to cohomology

H0(ad) : V → R0p∗Ker d−n.

In fact, since p+[−n] is left exact, the morphism H0(ad) is injective.
The remainder of the proof proves surjectivity of H0(ad). The projection formula

for O-modules produces the isomorphism

Rp∗(p
∗V ⊗ ωX/Xθ

⊗ T •
X/Xθ

) � V ⊗Rp∗(ωX/Xθ
⊗ T •

X/Xθ
);

it is also an isomorphism of left Dλ-modules. To see this, we examine the tensor
product ωX/Xθ

⊗ T •
X/Xθ

. Define Fx = p−1(p(x)) and let bx be the Borel corre-

sponding to x and similarly px the parabolic corresponding to p(x). There is a
short exact sequence

0 → px/bx → g/bx → g/px → 0

of the tangent spaces. From this sequence we obtain the isomorphisms

TxTX/Xθ
= TxTFx

� n̄l,x and TxΩX/Xθ
= TxΩFx

� nl,x,

where nl,x is the nilpotent subalgebra of a Levi factor lx of px consisting of pos-
itive root spaces of type θ and n̄l,x is the opposite nilpotent subalgebra in lx. In
particular, the relative canonical sheaf of p is the homogeneous line bundle

ωX/Xθ
= O(2ρθ).

Furthermore, since T −n
X/Xθ

= ∧nTX/Xθ
= O(−2ρθ), the tensor product ωX/Xθ

⊗
T −n
X/Xθ

� OX is p∗-acyclic. We claim additionally that for k �= n we have

(10) Rp∗(ωX/Xθ
⊗ T k

X/Xθ
) � 0.

Let U ⊂ Xθ be any open subset trivializing p. Then T −k
X/Xθ

|U×F is isomorphic

to p∗F ∧k TF , where pF : U × F → F is the projection to F � Fx. Similarly,
ωX/Xθ

= p∗FωF . Then, we have

p∗F (ωF ⊗ ∧kTF )(U ⊗ F ) = OX(U)⊗ Γ(F, ωF ⊗ ∧kTF ).

To show (10) holds, it is enough to show Γ(F, ωF ⊗ ∧kTF ) for all k �= n.
Fix a Levi decomposition B = HU , let h be the Lie algebra of H, and n = [b, b]

the maximal nilpotent subalgebra of b. Note that n is the Lie algebra of the
unipotent subgroup U . Let gα be the root space in g for root α, and Δ+ the subset
of positive roots. Let ρ, as usual, be the half-sum of positive roots.

The sheaf ωX ⊗∧kTX is the sheaf of sections of the vector bundle G×B (C2ρ ⊗
∧kn̄), which has a filtration

Fp = G×B (C2ρ ⊗ ∧kŪp
n̄),

whose quotients Fp/Fp+1 have as their sheaf of sections

O(2ρ)⊗
⊕

α∈∧kΔ+
p

O(−α),

where ∧kΔ+
p is the set of weights appearing in

∧k(Ūp
n̄/Ūp+1

n̄).

That is, it is the set of k-fold sums of distinct length p positive roots. Therefore,
for α ∈ ∧kΔ+

p , the difference 2ρ − α is a sum of positive roots, and hence not
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anti-dominant. By the Borel-Weil-Bott theorem, we have Γ(X,O(2ρ− α)) = 0. It
follows that Γ(X,ωX ⊗ ∧kTX) = 0 for all k �= n.

The previous discussion implies that p+p
◦V [−n] � V . In fact, we proved some-

thing stronger:

p+[−n]|p◦M(Dλ) = p∗|p◦M(Dλ).

Additionally, the adjointness morphism ad : V → p+p
◦V [−n] is the identity.

Therefore,

HomDp
λ
(p◦V , p◦W ) = HomDλ

(V , p+p
◦W [−n]) = HomDλ

(V ,W ).

Finally, we address the issue of commutativity with RΓ. The equivalence V �
p∗p

◦V implies we have isomorphisms

RΓ(Xθ,V ) = RΓ(Xθ, p∗p
◦V ) � RΓ(X, p◦V ),

of complexes of vector spaces. That the D[λ]-actions agree is a consequence of local
triviality of the fibration p : X → Xθ. Locally, the tdo Dp

λ = DF � Dλ acts on
p◦V = OF � V factorwise. Therefore, the actions of D[λ] and Up

[λ] on RΓ(Xθ,V )

are related by p∗. �

Corollary 5.2. The inverse image functor

p◦ : Db(Dλ,K) → Db(Dp
λ,K)

is fully faithful for all λ, and RΓ ◦ p◦ = p∗ ◦RΓ.

Proof. The projection p is K-equivariant. Moreover, the proof of the theorem
lifts to M(Dλ,K

w). We showed in §4.6 that the adjoint pair p◦ � R−np+ on
M(Dλ,K

w) defines an adjoint pair

Db(Dλ,K)
p◦

�� Db(Dp
λ,K).

p+[−n]
��

Since p◦ is fully faithful on M(Dλ,K
w), the reduction principle implies it is also

fully faithful on Db(Dλ,K).
The proof of the derived commutation property RΓ ◦ p◦ = p∗ ◦RΓ is the same

as the proof for abelian categories. �

Corollary 5.3. For λ ∈ h∗θ anti-dominant, the functor Γ : M(Dλ) → M(D[λ]) is
exact. If λ is also regular, then Γ is also faithful.

Proof. Note that p◦ : M(Dλ) → M(Dp
λ), where Dp

λ is the tdo on the full flag variety
corresponding to the parameter λ− ρθ ∈ h∗θ. If λ ∈ h∗θ is anti-dominant or regular,
then by the definition of these terms for h∗θ, we have λ− ρθ ∈ h∗ is anti-dominant,
respectively, regular. Therefore Γ : M(Dp

λ) → M(U[λ−ρθ]) is exact, respectively,
faithful. By the embedding theorem, we have Γ ◦ p◦ = p∗ ◦ Γ where p◦ and p∗ are
exact and faithful. The exactness (faithfulness) of Γ : M(Dλ) → M(D[λ]) then
follows from the exactness (faithfulness) of Γ : M(Dp

λ) → M(U[λ−ρθ]). �

In the case of integral infinitesimal characters, this result was given by Bien in [Bi,
Theorem 6.3].
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5.2. Main Theorem. Let Xθ be the partial flag variety of g of type θ. Label the
inclusion maps

(11) x
ix

��

jx

��
Q

i
�� Xθ.

Let p : X → Xθ be the natural fibration of the full flag variety X over Xθ. From
(11) we obtain the following fiber products:

Fx

p

��

ix
��

jx

��
FQ

p

��

i
�� X

p

��

x
ix ��

jx

��Q
i �� Xθ.

For a fixed point x ∈ Q, let px be the parabolic subalgebra of g corresponding
to x, and let Sx be the stabilizer of x in K. Let nx be the nilpotent subalgebra of
px. For a (px, Sx)-module Z, define Z# := Z ⊗ ∧dXθ n̄x as a (px, Sx)-module via
the adjoint action on the twisting factor. For a (px, Sx)-module V , the induced

(g, Sx)-module is indg,Sx

px,Sx
(V ) := U(g)⊗U(px) V .

Theorem 5.4 (Main Theorem 1.2). Let Dλ be a homogeneous tdo on Xθ and
let τ be a connection on a K-orbit Q compatible with λ. Then there is a quasi-
isomorphism

RΓ(X, p◦i+τ ) � Γequi
K,Sx

(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ

#))[dQ]

in Db(U[λ−ρθ],K). Upon taking cohomology, there is a convergent spectral sequence

(12) RpΓ(X, p◦Rqi+τ ) =⇒ Rp+q+dQΓK,Sx
(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ

#)).

Proof. The results of §4.6 define Γgeo
K,Sx

in the general derived equivariant setting and

establish the isomorphism i+τ � Γgeo
K,Sx

jx+Txτ [dQ] and commutativity properties

(namely Γgeo
K,Sx

i+ = i+Γ
geo
K,Sx

, Γgeo
K,Sx

p◦ = p◦Γgeo
K,Sx

, and RΓ ◦ Γgeo
K,Sx

= Γequi
K,Sx

◦RΓ),
which culminate in the natural isomorphisms

(13)
RΓ(X, p◦i+( - )) � RΓ(X, p◦Γgeo

K,Sx
jx+Tx( - ))[dQ]

� Γequi
K,Sx

RΓ(X, p◦jx+Tx( - ))[dQ].

Then by definition, we have jx+Txτ = jx∗(DXθ←x ⊗ Txτ ), so

(14)
RΓ(X, p◦i+τ ) � Γequi

K,Sx
(DXθ←x ⊗ Txτ )[dQ]

= Γequi
K,Sx

(U(g)/pxU(g)⊗ Txω
−1
Xθ

⊗ Txτ )[dQ].

Note that Txω
−1
Xθ

= ∧topn̄x and that the parabolic px acts on Txτ
# by the Fx-

invariant linear form λ− ρn. Therefore, there is an isomorphism

U(g)/pxU(g)⊗ Txτ
# � indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ

#).

Finally, since i is a locally closed immersion, the direct image i+ is the compo-
sition of the derived OX -module direct image Ri∗ with an exact functor. The
spectral sequence is then seen to follow precisely from the Leray spectral sequence
RpΓRqi∗ =⇒ Rp+q(Γ ◦ i∗). �
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When i+ is exact, the left-hand side of the spectral sequence collapses, and we
have the following:

Corollary 5.5. If i+ is exact, then the following isomorphism holds for all p:

RpΓ(X, p◦i+τ ) � Rp+dQΓK,Sx
(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ

#)).

This is the case for any orbit Q in the full flag variety. Another example is for
the open orbit in any partial flag variety of g if the Cartan involution defining K is
quasi-split. Alternatively, if we are working with twisted differential operators, but
take λ to be anti-dominant, then Γ is exact, and we again find the left-hand side
collapses.

Corollary 5.6. For λ anti-dominant, we have for all q an isomorphism

Γ(X, p◦Rqi+τ ) � Rq+dQΓK,Sx
(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ

#)).

Finally, we can combine the two corollaries to obtain a third:

Corollary 5.7. For λ anti-dominant and i+ exact, we have

Γ(X, p◦i+τ ) � RdQΓK,Sx
(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ

#))

and all other derived Zuckerman functors vanish.

Of possibly the greatest significance is the fact that the convergent spectral
sequence (2) determines equalities in the Grothendieck group

(15) [Rn+dQΓK,Sx
(indg,Sx

px,Sx
(Txτ

#))] =
∑

p+q=n

[RpΓ(X, p◦Rqi+τ )],

which may give additional geometric insight into the computation of composition
series of degenerate principal series. Low rank examples of applications of this
result are discussed in Chapter 8 of [K].

5.3. Duality and cohomologically induced modules. Fix a Levi subgroup Lx

of Fx. Then, Lx ∩K is a maximal reductive subgroup of Sx. The representation
Txτ of the previous section is really a representation of Lx ∩K extended trivially
to Sx. For such representations V , we have equality of underlying g-modules

indg,Sx

px,Sx
(V ) = indg,Lx

p,Lx
(V ).

Abstractly, let p ⊂ g be any parabolic, and let L ⊂ K be a reductive subgroup such
that l ⊂ p. Then, the left adjoint to the forgetful functor from (g, L)-modules to

(p, L)-modules is indg,Lp,L and the right adjoint is

prog,L
p,L( - ) = Homp(U(g), - )[L],

where the [L] indicates that we take L-finite vectors. For any (g,K)-module V ,
define the contragredient V ∨ = V ∗

[K]. Then, we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5.8 ([HMSW], Lemma 3.1). For V any (p, L)-module,

indg,L
p,L(V )∨ = prog,L

p,L(V
∨).

To identify the modules of Theorem 1.2 as contragredient to cohomologically
induced modules, we need to introduce Zuckerman duality:
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Theorem 5.9. Let G, P , and L be as above and let V be a (l, L∩K)-module. Let
n be the nilradical of p and let o = k ∩ n ⊕ k ∩ n̄ and s = dim k ∩ n. Then, for all
i ≥ 0, there is an isomorphism of (g,K)-modules

Γi
K,L∩K(V ∨) � Γ2s−i

K,L∩K(∧topo⊗ V )∨.

See [HP, Cor. 6.1.9] for the proof of this theorem in the case of real groups. The
one-dimensional (l, L∩K)-module ∧topo is trivial for l, but may have a non-trivial
action of the component group of L ∩K. Additionally, we have

Theorem 5.10 ([MP], Theorem 1.13). Let S ⊂ K be a subgroup and T its Levi
factor. The Zuckerman functor RΓK,S is the restriction of RΓK,T to D(M(g, S)).

For any (px, Lx ∩K)-module V , let V ∼ = V ⊗∧topnx. Then, we have (V #)∨ =
(V ∨)∼. The ith cohomologically induced module of V is defined to be

Ri(V ) = RiΓK,Lx∩K(prog,Lx∩K
p̄x,Lx∩K(V ∼)).

Properties can be found in [HP] or [KV]. As a consequence of Theorem 1.2, we
have the following corollary.

Corollary 5.11. With the same hypotheses as Theorem 1.2, let o = k∩nx⊕ k∩ n̄x.
Then

R
dQ+i
K,Sx

(indg,Lx∩K
px,Lx∩K(Txτ

#))∨ � RdQ−i((Txτ
∨ ⊗ ∧2dQo∨)∼).

Proof. The duality results yield the isomorphism

R
dQ+i
K,Sx

(indg,Lx∩K
px,Lx∩K(Txτ

#))∨ � RdQ−iΓK,Sx
(prog,Lx∩K

p̄x,Lx∩K((Txτ
# ⊗ ∧2dQo)∨)).

The observation that (V #)∨ = (V ∨)∼ for any (px, Lx ∩K)-module implies

(Txτ
# ⊗ ∧2dQo)∨ = (Txτ

∨ ⊗ ∧2dQo
∨)∼,

and Theorem 5.10 completes the proof. �
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